USRBC’s 2020 Events

Jan. 2   Small Group Briefing with U.S. Ambassador to Russia John Sullivan (Members Only) (Washington, DC)
Jan. 16  Monthly Meeting with State Department Russia Desk (Members Only – Rotating Group) (Washington, DC)
Feb. 3   USRBC Roundtable with President of Tatarstan Rustam Minnikhanov (New York, NY)
Feb. 6   Monthly Meeting with State Department Russia Desk (Members Only – Rotating Group) (Washington, DC)
Q1 TBD   Q1 USRBC Meeting with U.S. Department of Commerce (Members Only – Rotating Group) (Washington, DC)
Q1 TBD   Q1 USRBC Small Group Luncheon with Russia’s Ambassador to the United States (Members Only – Rotating Group) (Washington, DC)
Q1 TBD   Q1 USRBC Member Conference Call with USRBC Leadership
Mar. 5   Monthly Meeting with State Department Russia Desk (Members Only – Rotating Group) (Washington, DC)
Mar. 5   USRBC Event on Margins of U.S. Department of Commerce Event for IT Sector (Washington, DC)
Apr. 2   USRBC-Association of Russian Banks Fintech Forum (Moscow)
Apr. 2   Monthly Meeting with State Department Russia Desk (Members Only – Rotating Group) (Washington, DC)
May 7    Monthly Meeting with State Department Russia Desk (Members Only – Rotating Group) (Washington, DC)
Jun. 3   USRBC Meeting for C-Suite Executives with Senior Russian Official (TBD) on the margins of the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum (Members Only – Above-Country Corporate Representatives and USRBC Board Members) (St. Petersburg)
Jun. 11  Monthly Meeting with State Department Russia Desk (Members Only – Rotating Group) (Washington, DC)
Q2 TBD   Q2 USRBC Member Conference Call with USRBC Leadership
Q2 TBD   Q2 USRBC Meeting with U.S. Department of Commerce (Members Only – Rotating Group) (Washington, DC)
Q2 TBD   Q2 USRBC Small Group Luncheon with Russia’s Ambassador to the United States (Members Only – Rotating Group) (Washington, DC)
Q3 TBD   Q3 USRBC Member Conference Call with USRBC Leadership
Q3 TBD  Q3 USRBC Meeting with U.S. Department of Commerce (Members Only – Rotating Group) (Washington, DC)

Q3 TBD  Q2 USRBC Small Group Luncheon with Russia’s Ambassador to the United States (Members Only – Rotating Group) (Washington, DC)

Oct. 13-14  USRBC Annual Meeting and Gala Dinner (Washington, DC)

Dec. TBD  Annual USRBC/AmCham/Eurasian Economic Commission Conference (Moscow)

Q4 TBD  Q4 USRBC Meeting with U.S. Department of Commerce (Members Only – Rotating Group) (Washington, DC)

Q4 TBD  Q4 USRBC Small Group Luncheon with Russia’s Ambassador to the United States (Members Only – Rotating Group) (Washington, DC)

Q4 TBD  Q4 USRBC Member Conference Call with USRBC Leadership

Please see USRBC’s website (www.usrbc.org) for the latest news on USRBC events as well as USRBC-supported events in the United States and Russia. We welcome your programming ideas!